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Introduction 
The injectives in some varieties of completely regular semigroups are known. In 
particular the injectives are known in the following varieties: any variety of bands 
(Gerhard [2]); any variety of groups (Garcia-Larri6n [l] and Kovacs-Newman [6]); 
any variety of completely simple semigroups (Trotter [12]); and the variety of all 
semilattices of abelian groups (Schein [ll]). In this paper the semigroups of the title 
will be specified. 
The paper begins with definitions and statements of the relevant results from 
[l, 2,6, 121. In the next section it is shown that any injective in a variety of complete- 
ly regular semigroups is an orthodox normal band of groups with retractions for its 
structure maps. 
In Section 3 the investigation is restricted to semilattices of groups that are injec- 
tives in a variety Yof completely regular semigroups. Necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for a semilattice of groups to be a “Y-injective are obtained. In Section 4 the 
semilattice of groups results are generalised so that a description of the remaining 
injectives in “Y can be given. 
1. Preliminary results and definitions 
A semigroup is completely regular if and only if it is a union of its subgroups. 
The 97~ relation on a completely regular semigroup S is the least semilattice con- 
gruence on S and the g-classes are completely simple subsemigroups of S (see [4]). 
We will write 
S= U {S,: OJET} r=S/g, S, is a g-class of S. (1) 
Let E(S) denote the set of idempotents of S. For x E S let xP1 ES be the inverse of 
x that is ,X-related to x and x0 = xx-]. 
The completely regular semigroup S is a normal band of groups if and only if 
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there exist homomorphisms I,U~J : S, + Sb for each a, /3~ r where a>/?, such that 
I//~,~ is the identity map, I+v~,~w~,~= wrx,Y if j3r y, and 
W=Wa,ap(YW~,a~)~ XESa, YES/P 
Call I,v~,~ a structure map of S. If S is a normal band of groups write 
S= [r; S,, WaJl. (2) 
By [7] the class of all completely regular semigroups is the variety of universal 
algebras with an associative binary operation and a unary operation x+x-l such 
that xx-‘x=x, xP’xxP1 =x-l and xx-’ =x-*x. The following notation will be used: 
E%? - the variety of all completely regular semigroups. 
6Y - the variety of all completely simple semigroups. 
33 - the variety of all bands. 
EZ - the variety of all semilattices. 
J&Z? - the variety of all normal bands. 
%%ZE?, z!&K%’ - respectively the variety of all left normal bands and all right 
normal bands. 
5i%%’ - the variety of all rectangular bands. 
0 - the variety of all orthodox completely regular semigroups. 
9 - the variety of all groups. 
L?(V) - the lattice of all subvarieties of a subvariety Y of EL%?. 
W3 - the variety of all bands of groups S such that S/&YE Q%ILZ?(~?). 
[49, W] - the interval { WELZ!(%%?): 4%~ WC V}, for %, WE~(%‘~). 
Suppose S = [r; S,, I,u,,~] EJVZZ? 9. There is a natural partial ordering 2 on S 
defined as follows: for a ES, and b E Sp, a? b if and only if a>/3 and aWa,p = b. 
A subset H of S is called compatible if and only if for each aE HflS, and 
beHnSp, aWa,.p= bvD, aB for all (Y, p E K 
A normal band of groups S is complete if and only if each compatible subset H 
of S has a least upper bound, denoted by V H. A complete normal band of groups 
S is infinitely distributive if and only if for each pair of compatible subsets H and 
K of S, 
(V H)(V K) = v (HK), 
where HK = {hk: h E H, k E K}. It should be noted that in the special cases where 
SE ~V33 or SE 3%??!!3, these definitions coincide with those in [2] and [lo] respectively. 
Remark 1.1. If S is a complete and infinitely distributive normal band of groups 
then S=S”. This is because the empty set 0 is a compatible subset of H. Since for 
any s E S, {s} is compatible and s = V {s} then by infinite distributivity s(V 0) = 
(V0)s=V0. 
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Suppose “YE L$?( E?%! ) and I E % Define Z to be a ‘V-injective if and only if for each 
pair S, TE V such that S is a subsemigroup of T, any homomorphism from S into 
I extends to a homomorphism from T into I. 
If S and T are semigroups such that 0 : T + S and 0 : S + T are homomorphisms 
and t9@ is the identity map on S, then S is a retract of T and @ is a retraction. 
It is easy to see that a direct product of “V-injectives is a cinjective, and every 
retract of a Winjective is a Winjective. Furthermore, any ‘Winjective I is an absolute 
retract; that is, Z is a retract of any SE Y in which it is embeddable. 
Theorem 1.2 [2]. Suppose “YE 5?(.93). Then I is a “Y-injective if and only if one of 
the following is satisfied: 
(i) “YC BE& and IE W; 
(ii) m c ~$LJKB and I is a complete infinitely distributive semilattice; 
(iii) “YE 199, JfB 1, I E Wand I is complete and infinitely distributive with retrac- 
tions for its structure maps. 0 
This theorem summarises the results of [2]. Condition (iii) is by [2, Theorem 4.41 
with the observation that a homomorphism of rectangular bands is surjective if and 
only if it is a retraction. 
Suppose “YE.~?( tY&? ). Define the index of Wto be the least positive integer n such 
that (xx-‘yy-‘)” =xy(xy))’ is a law in Yn E’Y; if there is no such integer, we say 
the index is infinite. Clearly ?7n %?Pc B (or equivalently by [8, IV.3.21, WC B) if 
and only if the index of W is 1. 
A group G E 707 9, “YE 9(fZ6%?), is a W-injective group if and only if G is a 
(‘Yfl %)-injective such that 
(i) if W’ has infinite index, then ICI = 1, and 
(ii) if Yhas finite index n, then G has no non-identity element of order dividing n. 
Theorem 1.3 (Trotter, [12, Theorem 31). Suppose YE~(‘KY). Then Zisa “Y-injective 
if and only if I is a direct product of a rectangular band in Y by a Winjective 
group. 0 
In [l, 61 the injectives in a variety of groups are described; they are all abelian 
groups. Use will be made of the following corollary of the results of [l, 61. Define 
the exponent of a variety of groups %J’ to be the least positive integer n such that 
xn = 1 is a law in v, if there is no such n we say the exponent is infinite. 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose %“~5?(9) and G is a non-trivial Winjective. 
(i) If Y has infinite exponent, then G is a divisible group. 
(ii) If W’ has exponent pf’ . ..p. where pt, . . ..p., are distinct prime numbers, 
then G is a direct product of cyclic groups whose orders are from (per, . . . , p,“” >. 
0 
The next result follows easily from the definitions. 
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Proposition 1.5. Suppose WE 2?( g.%? ) and Z is a Y%jective. Then the &!-classes and 
the @-classes of Z are respectively (“HlF3 )-injectives and (Yn %‘B)-injectives. Zf 
ZE d, then E(Z) is a (Vfl B)-injective. 0 
2. Orthodox normal bands of groups 
In this section it is shown that for YE~(F?B), any W-injective is an orthodox nor- 
mal band of groups with retractions for structure maps. 
Proposition 2.1. Let “Y~_P(W?) and Z be a Winjective. Then ZEJV.B~~~. Zf 
VfI333J33, then ZE~%?F?. 
Proof. By [12, Lemma 11, a (%‘n KY)-injective is orthodox. So by Proposition 1.5, 
the g-classes of Z are orthodox semigroups; therefore Z is orthodox by [8, IV.3.21. 
Since ZE d, it follows from Proposition 1.5 that E(Z) is a (Y/n .%‘)-injective. 
Hence by Theorem 1.2, E(Z) EJKX%‘. It can be readily shown that any completely 
regular semigroup whose set of idempotents is a normal band, is a normal band of 
groups (in particular, this is an immediate corollary of the description of a normal 
band of groups in terms of idempotent properties given in [8, Exercise IV.4.9.11). 
It follows that ZEJ%?~. 
The last statement of the proposition follows from Theorem 1.2. 0 
We may now assume for any “Y-injective, ?Y/E~(%%!), that 
I= [z-; z,, w,,~] ~a33ccd f-w. (3) 
The following is a generalisation of the well-known homomorphism theorem for 
semilattices of groups. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose S, TEJV.%‘% fl@, S= [A; &,@,,I and T= [Q; T,, q~,,~]. 
Let q : A + 52 be a homomorphism and for each (x E A let xa : S, -+ Talr be a homo- 
morphism. Assume xa yet,,+, = @a,pxg for all a, p E A such that a>/l. Then the map 
x : S + T given by sx = sxa for s E S, is a homomorphism. Conversely, every homo- 
morphism of S into T can be so constructed. 
Proof. It is easy to see that x is a homomorphism (for a detailed proof when 
S, T~9%?9, see [9, Proposition 11.2.81). 
Conversely, assume x : S + T is a homomorphism. Since x maps Q-classes into 
@-classes, it induces homomorphisms q : A + !2 and xa : S, --f Ta,, such that sxa =sx 
for each SE&, cx~A. Let SE&, eEE(Sfl) and alp. Since SEJ%3%nO, s@,,~= 
ses-is. So 
sxa vav,pq =sx,(exfl)W14xn) = (sesp’s)x =@,gx =s&,pxg . 
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Proposition 2.3. Let “YE Y( f?B) and I be a Y-injective. Then the structure maps of 
I are retractions. 
Proof. Let Z be as in (3) with jr1 > 1; otherwise the result is trivial. Select eEE(Z,) 
and let S = {e) UZ, be a subsemigroup of Z for some ,?/I in Z. We may select a 
completely simple semigroup C with an idempotent e such that there is an iso- 
morphism 19 : C-t Zfi with e6’= ey/,p. Let T= CUZ, be a normal band of groups and 
19 be its non-identity structure map. Clearly S, TEY~?V(W’~I f?P) C W and S is a 
subsemigroup of T. Since I is a YGnjective, the natural embedding 4 : S + I extends 
to a homomorphism v/ : T+ I. Since t,u maps g-classes into $8~classes, it maps C 
into la and maps ZD identically onto itself. By Proposition 2.2, for any CE C, 
CI,VW~, B = C&J/. But By : C --t Zfl is an isomorphism, so (By~-‘ww~,~ is the identity on 
Zfl. Thus ~a,~ is a retraction. Cl 
Remark 2.4. All of Green’s relations on a normal band of groups Z are congruences. 
If Z is also orthodox, then the natural homomorphism ti# induced by %’ is a 
retraction onto E(Z). Hence by Proposition 2.1, if Z is a W-injective for YE 9(g5? ) 
then, so is E(Z). 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose there exists VE VE~( @?A?) such that B is not a con- 
gruence on V. Zf Z is a Wnjective, then ZE BWBFJ. 
Proof. There exist 9??-classes R, and R, of V such that R,R, is not contained in an 
59-class. Let S be the g-class of V that contains R,R,, and let T= R, U R2 US be 
a subsemigroup of V. Clearly S, TE ‘K Select rE R, and let R be the &?-class in S 
that contains rR,; R exists since 9 is a left congruence on V. Since RI R2 $? R, there 
exists SE R, such that sR,fl R is empty. 
Suppose Z$.%?.N%F5; then Z contains a two-element left-zero subsemigroup 
{a, b} . Since SE 6’9, there is a homomorphism @ : S --f Z given by 
if XER, 
ifx@R. 
This map extends to a homomorphism I,M : T-t Z by injectivity. Because 9? is a con- 
gruence on Z and r, s E R, , we have that (ry)@%(sy)@ for any y E R,. But then aBb 
in Z, which is a contradiction. 0 
3. Semilattices of groups 
The aim initially is to find necessary conditions for a semilattice of groups 
ZE YE [99, GE] to be a W-injective. It will be shown that a direct product of % 
injective groups with adjoined zeros is a %Linjective and that a semigroup satisfying 
the necessary conditions is a retract of such a direct product. So the necessary condi- 
tions are also sufficient. 
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For I= [r; I,, I,M,,~] E RZ% and czzp in r let ker v/~,~ denote the kernel of the 
group homomorphism I,v,~. 
Proposition 3.1. Let I= [r; I,, w,~] E RE% be a W-injective for WE [RZ, EZ]. 
Then I is complete and infinitely distributive, ya,/I is a retraction and ker I,v~,~ is a 
V-injective group for each (r, p E r, (Y 2 p. 
Proof. By [ 10; 1.10, 1.15 and 1.331, Iis embedded in a complete infinitely distributive 
semigroup @I) E E!Z% and the Z-classes of E(I) are subgroups of direct products 
of X-classes of I and hence lie in “Yn $9. So %?(I) E W. As a Vinjective embedded 
in g(I), I is a retract of E?(I). Hence there are homomorphisms 5: I+ g(I) and 
13 : @(I) --+ I such that 70 is the identity map on I. Let H be a compatible subset of 
I; so H7 is compatible in g(I). Since homomorphisms preserve the natural partial 
order on inverse semigroups, (V (H7))8 is an upper bound of H. If h EH, iEI and 
ir h, then is? hT, so is2 V (Hz), whence ir (V (H7))B. Therefore, (V (H7))B = V H. 
We have now shown that I is complete. By Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.2, E(I) 
is infinitely distributive, so by [lo, 1.131 I is infinitely distributive. 
The structure maps are retractions by Proposition 2.3. 
Since W,,a is the identity map, ker I,U_ is the trivial group (a ‘V-injective group). 
Suppose a>P in K Choose S, TE “Yn FJ such that S is a subgroup of T and shppose 
@:S+kerW,I, is a homomorphism. Then So, To E Vn E2??3 and there is a homo- 
morphism @, : So + I given by 
@I = 
NJ if sES, 
e= identity of ID if s=O. 
By the injectivity of I there is a homomorphism v/1 : To + I that extends @, . Then 
Oy/, = e and since T is an X-class of To, Tvl c I,. With wKo : T+ (0) being a struc- 
ture map of To, by Proposition 2.2 
But ttyT,O=O so ttyl E ker I,u~,~ for all t E T. Thus there is a homomorphism I,V : T-* 
ker t,~~,~ such that tty= ty/, for all t E T and v/ extends @. Therefore ker v/~,~ is a 
‘Vl 9-injective. But by Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.3, I, is a ‘VGnjective 
group: since the Yn 9-injective ker w,,~ is a subgroup of I,, it is also a Vinjective 
group. 0 
It should be noticed that the conditions of Proposition 3.1 are necessary and suffi- 
cient if YC 9% (by Theorem 1.2) or if Y is the variety of semilattices of abelian 
groups (by [l 1, Theorem 21). 
A partially ordered set r is directed if and only if each pair of elements of r has 
an upper bound in r. Suppose I = [r; I,, t,~~,~] E YE9 where r is a directed semi- 
lattice. The family of groups I,, indexed by elements of r, along with the structure 
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maps form an inverse family of groups (see [3, $211). The inverse limit of the family 
is the subgroup of the direct product n {I,: aeZ} given by 
inv lim [Z; Z,, w~,~] 
={PE n {I,: ~EZ}:P(~)W~,~=P(/~) if or/3}. (4) 
Of course, p(a) denotes the component of p in Z,. 
Let d denote the principal ideal of Z generated by (Y. Define 
Z== (a: aeZ-}. (5) 
Under set intersection, TEE?? and r=ZY Define 
Z,=invlim[a:Zg,WII,y], a,eZ. (6) 
For cr zp, define wOp :I, + Zp to be the restriction to It, of the projection from 
fl {ZY: y E a} onto n {I,: y ED}. Then IJ@B is a homomorphism, I,v@@ is the identity 
map on ZO, and w~D~Y/~~=Y/,~ for a?Pzy. By [S, 111.7.71 we may define 
Z= [F: Z@ w&j] E Rz?g. (7) 
Proposition 3.2. Let Z= [r: I,, t,~,~] ERE!3 and r be a directed set, Then I= I. 
Proof. Define a homomorphism I+V~ : I, + Ia for each cr E Z by 
awn(P)=awn,b, l3rff, aEZ,. 
If f E Zfi, then f(o) E Z, and f(cu)~/~,~ - f(P) so f(a)tyn=f; thus IJ~ is surjective. If 
a,beZ, and aWa=bv,, then a = at,!/,(a) = by,(a) = 6; so t,uQ is injective. Define a 
map v/ : I+ 7 by ay = aWa for each (Y EZ and a E I,. So ry is bijective. Since 
aWay,a(y)=aWa(Y)=aWa,,=aWa,BWg,y=aWa,pWg(Y), 
or/32 y, a6I,, 
then by Proposition 2.2, I,V is a homomorphism. Thus I// is an isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Zf S E VC .9?9F3, then S is embeddable in a complete infinitely distribu- 
tive semigroup TE W that has retractions for its structure maps. 
Proof. By [lo; 1.10, 1.15 and 1.331, S is embeddable in a complete infinitely distribu- 
tive semigroup CE W Let C= [A ; C,, @,,p]. Since A is complete, it is directed, so 
by Proposition 3.2, CG C. By [ 10, 1.181, the set .A of all ideals of A is a complete 
infinitely distributive semilattice under intersection. Let DQ = n {C, : a E Q} for 
Q E A’ and Qnn : DQ + D,,, be a projection for Q > A. Then D= [A?; Do, Ga,,] E 
L?Q?~ n V and by (4)-(7), D embeds C. It is easy to see that D is complete, D is in- 
finitely distributive by [lo, I.131 and the structure maps of D are retractions. 0 
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The following is the converse of Proposition 3.1 for semilattices of groups with 
just two CZJ-classes: 
Proposition 3.4. Let “YE [,V9?, @3?] and G be a W-injective group, Then Go is a W 
injective. 
Proof. Suppose S, TE V, S is a subsemigroup of T and 0 : S + Go is a homomor- 
phism. It must be shown that there is a homomorphism ry : T+ Go that extends 4. 
BY (l), 
S=U{S,EVnE?9?aEA), T=U{T,EW~W:~EQ} 
where A is a subsemilattice of Q and S, is a subsemigroup of T, for each (x E A. Let 
c$, denote the restriction of @ to S,. Let 
n={(XEA:S,@={O}}, S,=U{S,:cEd}. 
Then S, is an ideal of S, and S \ S, is a completely regular subsemigroup of S. 
The following hierarchy of cases will be considered: 
(i) S and T are as above; 
(ii) S= t/1; &,@,,I G T= IQ; T,, wn,pl E=EZ?FJ; 
(iii) S and T satisfy (ii), S and T are complete and infinitely distributive and T 
has retractions for structure maps; 
(iu) S satisfies (ii), T satisfies (iii) and A =a; 
(u) S and T satisfy (iv) and S, = T, for all a E A ; 
(oi) S and T satisfy (u) and 
{te T: tza for some aeS\S,} CS. 
We proceed by showing that if I,U can be chosen whenever S and T satisfy (j), then 
I,U can be chosen when S and T satisfy (j - l), iis jc vi. The proof will be completed 
by showing that w can be chosen in case (vi). 
Case (i). Let r and o, denote respectively the least inverse congruence on T and 
the least group congruence on T,. Define 
6=d--qsxs), a;=a,n(SxS), se/l. 
By [5], r=lJ{a,:a~Q} so r’=u{(~;:a~A). Since G and (0) are (YnKF’)- 
injectives by Theorem 1.3, there is a homomorphism I,V~ : T,+ Go such that 
T,y/,cG if a~/l\A and T,t,u,={O} if aed, and such that va extends @,. It 
follows that ~~~ly;‘>a,, so @,o@;‘>aL, whence @o@-‘>s’. Thus @=(r’)#@i 
for some homomorphism @i : S/s’-+ Go. Since we may identify S/r’ with a sub- 
semigroup of T/t E RZ%, if we can extend @i to a homomorphism w1 : T/r + Go, 
then I+V =z#y/i : T-t Go extends @. 
Case (ii). If H is a compatible subset of S \S, and a E Hn S,, b E Hn SD, then 
@,,~=b@~,apES\S~. Since the structure maps for Go are either trivial or identity 
maps, by Proposition 2.2 a@ = a@O,,p@ = b@aab@ =b@. Thus 
a@ = b@, a, b E H, H 5 S \ S, is compatible. (8) 
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Since TE ?K’lR_Z?S, by Corollary 3.3 T is embeddable in a complete infinitely 
distributive semigroup WE YflEZ% where the structure maps of W are retrac- 
tions. For u E W note that {a E S: a< o} is a compatible subset of W and of S. Let 
V={oE w:u=V{aES:a~o)}. (9) 
Since W is infinitely distributive, and u E Vimplies uPi E V, it follows that V is an 
inverse subsemigroup of W. Clearly V is complete and infinitely distributive and 
embeds S. By (8), there is a map I!?: V+ Go given by 
ue= 
L 
a@, u2a for some aEs\SA, 
0, otherwise. 
WehaveuB=Oifandonlyif{aES:aIu}~Sd.SinceS~isanidealandS\S,is 
a subsemigroup of S, it follows by (8), (9) and infinite distributivity that 19 is a homo- 
morphism that extends @. Clearly I/ and W satisfy (iii) and if 19 extends to a homo- 
morphism 8’: W-t Go, then the restriction I,V of 19’ to T extends @. 
Case (iii). TEKQ?~, so for t E T, and eeE(Tb), a,/3~12, we have te= 
ty/, aaewD, ab = tvc, a~ = et. Hence 
A =E(T)UE(T)S 
is an inverse subsemigroup of T. By Remark 1.1, T= To and S= So. We may 
assume that S and T have a common zero and O@J = 0. Since S is complete, we may 
define 
a’=V{ YE/l: y5a) Efl, aEQ. 
Note that if a,p~Q, then a’fl’~(c@)‘, but @>a’/3’~/l SO CX’~‘=(C$)‘. IffeE( 
then fu/,,, = V (aES: arf}EE(S). Also if feE(T), SES and fs~ T,, then 
(fs)wa, a’ = V {acS: a~fs). Define a map 0:A +G” by 
a0 = all/,.@, L7eL4f3T,. 
Since y’6’= (yS)’ for any Y,~EQ, it follows that y’, a’~/1 \O if and only if 
(yS)‘~/l\d. So for ueAflT,, uEAflTd we have 
(uu)~=(uu)wy6,(ys)‘@ =(~wy.(ys)‘(~w~,(y~)‘))~ = uO(u@. 
So 19 is a homomorphism extending @. Our problem is now to extend 19 to v/ where 
A and T satisfy (iv). 
Case (iu). The set B= U {T,: (Y E A} US is an inverse subsemigroup of T with 
ideal J= U (T,: a EA). The homomorphism 0: B + Go given by JB= (0) and 
se=@ for SES extends @. We must now extend B to w; B and T satisfy (u). 
Case (u). Let 
C=SU{tE T: t2a for some aES\S,}. 
If u,uETwhere ura, orb for some a,bES\S,, then ~ulab~S\S~. Further- 
more, u-’ z a-l E S \ S, . Since lJ { T, : a E A } is an ideal of T, C is an inverse sub- 
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semigroup of T. By (8), there is a map 19: C+ Go given by 
0e= 
r 
a& vza for some aeS\S,, 
0, otherwise. 
Since u6’= 0 if and only if u ES,, and S \S, is a semigroup, it follows that 0 is a 
homomorphism extending @. So we must extend 6’ to v/; C and T satisfy (oi). 
Case (vi). Let q = VA. We may assume S,,@,, c G; otherwise S@ = (0) and we 
may choose I,U such that TI,U = { 0} . There is a homomorphism ‘y, : TV + G extending 
Qq since G is a (Wtl %)-injective. 
Suppose a, b E TV and ay/,. = bv,,. for some a E A \A. Then by (io), (ab-‘)Wq,u E 
E(T)=E(S), so ab-’ ES by property (vi). By (8), (ab-‘)W~,a~a=(ab-‘)~, = 
(ab-‘)ly, E G, so (ab-‘)t,u//, is the identity of G. Thus av,, = by,, . Since the structure 
maps of T are surjective we can now define a homomorphism I,u~: T,+ Go by 
~,v,,~w~=w,, if (YEA\A and I,v,=@, if aed. Then for a~/l\A, by Proposition 
2.2, @V,u@a=@rl. By property (oi), @,,a is a retraction, so ly, extends QJ,. Further- 
more, for a?/? in A\A and aE T,, 
(aWII,,)Wa,pWB=ary,B’Vp=a~/rl=(aW~,,)V/a. 
If BEA, then a~V,,t,u,~~D=O. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2 with I//: T-+G” 
given by ty= tt,ua if t E T,, IJ is a homomorphism. Clearly ry extends @. 0 
Now suppose I= [I-; I,, I,v,,~] E 9%?$J is complete and infinitely distributive, I,M~,~ 
is a retraction and ker I,v~,~ is a ‘Vinjective group for each a, BE r, orb. If 
~=A\,thenI,=ker~,~,, , so Z, is a ‘Vinjective group. By Proposition 3.4, the direct 
product 
I^= n {I,“: (YEr} EEZ% (10) 
is a W-injective. Let 0, denote the $X-class of 1,” containing only the zero element. 
Then a typical $?&class of r^is 
fQn= n {I,: aEm) x n (0,: crer\Q}, f22cr. 
The structure maps are maps @on : IQ ^ +fA, A cQ, such that 
i 
a(a)EI,, aEA, 
a@Q&+ o(~)Eo,, ad-\A. 
(11) 
(12) 
By Proposition 3.2,1= 7. Since 7 has projections for structure maps, it follows from 
(4)-(7) that the map 
A:I+f, PEIcz * pk&, PA(P) = PWa, /3 (13) 
is a monomorphism embedding I in 1 
Corollary 3.5. Let “YE [3’9, W?] and IE W’nK9?$2. Then Z is a Vinjective if and 
only if Z is a retract of a direct product fl {I,“: a E r} where I, is a ‘Vinjective 
group for each (x E r. 
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Proof. 1, is a W-injective by Proposition 3.4, so n {I,“: aeZ} and its retracts are 
winjectives. 
Conversely, suppose that Z= [Z; Z,, I+v,,~] is a “Y-injective. By Proposition 3.1 
and (13), Z is embedded in the “Y-injective Z. Since a Vinjective is an absolute 
retract, Z is a retract of Z. 0 
Some information on injectives in varieties of groups is needed. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose ‘V~_4?($3), G and K are W-injectives, K’ is a subgroup of K 
and I,U : K’+ G is a homomorphism. Suppose for some integer n and ke K that 
k” E K’ and k”y/ = g. Then there exists f E G such that g = f”. 
Proof. If Y has infinite exponent, then G is divisible by Theorem 1.4, so f 
exists. Therefore assume 77 has exponent pf’ . . .p$ for distinct prime numbers 
pi, ..* 3 P m. By Theorem 1.4, we may assume that G = nil, G,s’ and K= fly=, G,’ 
where G, is a cyclic group of order p,? and S;, Ti are sets, 1 lilm. Let g = 
(g , ,..., g,) and k=(k, ,..., km) where gi E G,? and ki E GIT. Let p,!l be the greatest 
power of pi dividing n. Since g = k”y/, k/’ and g; dividing p,Ysi. xi 
be generator of it has p,“’ so =xT”“, for integer q;. 
n,= n/p,+. nj is prime to there exist r,,s; such 
rjp,?+sini= 1, gi=gl?“i=~,!‘qJn. We choose f=(x~'q',...,~~4"r). 0 
The converse of Proposition 3.1 can now be proved. 
Theorem 3.7. Let V”E [E.?, B?&?] and Z= [r; Z,, I,u,,~] EEE!?. Then Z is a W-injective 
if and only if Z is complete and infinitely distributive, I+v~,~ is a retraction and 
ker r,!~~,~ is a W-injective group for each a, /I E r, a I/I. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows from Proposition 3.1. So assume the 
conditions. We will prove that Z is a retract of f as defined in (10). The result will 
then be a consequence of Corollary 3.5. Recall that by (13), A embeds Z in 1. Also 
note that by Theorem 1.4, r^ and Z are semilattices of abelian groups; that is, they 
are commutative. 
If a E f, then by (1 l), a E In for some !2 c Z. Recall that B denotes the ideal of Z 
generated by a E Z. Let E = A Z and define 
a=V{a:aa2u{&)}d-, UEZ,. 
Define (S, 0,) to be a rectract pair mod&o Z if and only if S is a completely regular 
subsemigroup of Z, S 2 1 and Bs : S--t I is a retraction such that A0, is the identity 
map on Z, and sBs E Is for each s E S. Let d be the set of all retract pairs (S, 8,) 
modulo I. The aim is to find a retract pair (4 I!?) module I. We may partially order 
& by (S, 0,) I (R, 9,) if and only if S c R and BR extends 0s. 
Let ~beachainin~.DefineA=U{S:(S,Bs)E~}and8,:A~ZbyaBA=aB, 
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whenever aE S and (S, es) E %‘. Then (A, 0,) E.XZ and is an upper bound for E?. By 
Zorn’s lemma, d has a maximal element (M, 0,). 
Let 1, and lo respectively denote the identities of I, and in for some a E Z and 
52 C Z. We first check that lo EM. Let N= (MU { lo}) be the least completely 
regular subsemigroup of I^that contains MU {lo}. Let i, = 6 and define BN : N+ I 
by 
ueN=ueMr l,eN=ld, (~n~)eN=MUbf), UEM. 
If I,EM, then e,=e,. So assume l,$M. We must show ON is a map. 
Note that I^ is commutative and if l,u= u for u, GEM, then lou= loo. If 
l,u= lou, then for 0~ Sz, l,u= ldu, so by infinite distributivity in I, ld(uO,,,,)= 
V {(l,u)B,: bc L?U{&}) = 16(uBM). Hence 0,,, is a map; it is clearly a homomor- 
phism. It follows easily that (M, 0,)~ (N, 0,) E&‘, and by the maximality of 
(M,L~,), N=M. Hence 1o~M for all QcT. 
Now suppose kEf,\M and N= (MU {k)). Since I^is commutative and k” EM, 
the elements of N are of the forms u or k”u where u E A4 and IZ is an integer. 
Assume that there is no integer r # 0 and n c Q such that k’QQn E M while kQnn $ M. 
For some 6 let 
a=V{k$,tI,: k@,,,EM, AcQ}EZ~. (14) 
Since I,v~,~ is a retraction, there is a b E Zk such that bt+vts =a. Define 0, : N-t Z by 
ue,= ue,, (k”u)&= b”(uB,), UEM. 
If k”u=kmuEZA for some U,UEM, then k”-” Gs,, = knemuo EM. Hence either 
k&,, l A4 or n = m. If k&,, EM, then k”u = kmu e M and 6 L y where we set y = k”u. 
Then 
(k”u)B,= b”(u8,) = b”y/E, Y(uOM) =a”v6, ,(uO,) = (k”&,u)B,= (k”u)B,. 
Likewise (k”u)B,= (k”u)O,= (k”u)ON. Alternatively, if II =m, then k”u = k”u so 
b’(uB,) = (k’u)O,= (k’u)O,= b’(uO,) whence b”(uBM) = b”(uBM) and (k”u)O,,,= 
(kmu)ON. Hence B,,, is a map. It is clear that 8, is a homomorphism and (M, 0,) 5 
(N, 19,) E&. This contradicts the maximality of (M, 0,). 
Therefore assume that there is a least integer r> 1 such that for some /1 C_ Q, 
k’&, EM and kQQ,,, 6 M. We may also assume that /I = Q; otherwise replace k by 
kQQA. If also k” E M and q is the greatest common divisor of r and s, then there 
exist integers x, y such that xr +ys = q. Then k4 E M, and since r is least with this 
property, r= q and r divides s. Let k’O,= c. With a and 6 given by (14) and since 
v/~,~ is a retraction, there exists ~EZE such that dt,vk,s =a. So c= d’g for some 
ge ker r+~&,~. Since Zk is an abelian group and ~,YE,~ is a retraction, Zk=Z, x ker I,VQ 
so there is a projection r : Zk+ ker v~,~ such that k’OiMs=g. But ker I+V~,J is a ‘w- 
injective group and therefore a VfI 9-injective, so by Lemma 3.6 there exists 
hEker wz,* such that g=h’. So let b=dh. Define QN:N-*Z by 
ueN= UB,, (k”u)&= b”(uB,), UEM. 
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If k”u = k”‘v E IA for some U, v EM, then, as above, k”-“‘@oA EM. Either kQQn E A4 
or r divides n-m. If k@, EM, then, as in the last paragraph, (k”u)O,= (kmv)B,,,. 
If r divides n-m, we have k”-%=k”v so b”-*(~~~)=(k”-~u)t3~=(k~v)8~= 
b”(vOM). Hence (k”u)O,= b”(uB,) = b”(v8,) = (kmv)8,,,. So a,,, is a map. It is also 
a homomorphism and again we get (M, 0,) I (N, 0,) E._&, which is a contradiction. 
So we must have M=Z. 0 
4. Normal bands of groups 
By Theorem 1.3, Winjectives are known when “YE~( FW). The next result 
characterizes Vinjectives when YE 9?( ‘?%R) \9( 6’9’). 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose YE [X9?, KC%?]. Then Z is a W-injective if and only if 
(i) Z= [Z; Z,, w,~] E “Yfl BtVK~% is complete and infinitely distributive, the 
structure maps are retractions and ker (I,v,,~ H, 1 ) is a V-injective group for each 
a, /? E r, cx 2 p, and any ;Ye-class H, of Z, ; 
(ii) either ZEL%%~ or WnCB E {%@33’,%?&B,Jy3?}; and 
(iii) if 9? or 92 is not a congruence on some member of W, then ZEL!?JKB~ or 
ZE B&B FJ respectively. 
Proof. Suppose Z is a Winjective. By Proposition 2.1, ZE “Yfl On,,%%Z% and (ii) 
holds. By Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, the structure maps are retractions and (iii) holds. 
By Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.2, E(Z) is complete and infinitely distributive. 
Letrl=VTandZ=[r;Z,,W,~]E~‘n~~~.NotethatforanyaEZ,,bEZpand 
f EE(ZY), ~>a/?, then 
afb=a(aa-lw,,B)(fWy,aB )(bb~l~fl,,D)b=a(a~labb~‘)b=ab. (15) 
Let eEE(Z,,) and for creZ, define 
H=eZe, H,=HnZ,=eZ,e, crer. (16) 
Clearly H, is an X-class of Z, and I, H= [r; H,, I,M~,~ lH,] E “YnRG% and since 
the structure maps are surjections H, v/~,~ =Hp. By (15), the map 
8:Z+H, ae = eae, a E I, (17) 
is a retraction. Hence H is a W-injective. By Theorem 3.7, ker (IJ,,~ lH,) is a W 
injective group and H is complete. 
Let P be a compatible subset of Z and E= (pp-‘: p E P). Then E is compatible 
in E(Z), and since E(Z) is complete, V E exists. Let f = V EE E(Z) nZ, for some 
CreZ, and Hf be the .X-class off. If pePflZp, then carp and fWa,B=pp-‘, so 
Hfva,B = Hp. Since structure maps are retractions, we may assume that e has been 
chosen such that Hfc H. Then PC H and P has a least upper bound VP in H. If 
k E ZY is also an upper bound for P, then by the completeness of E in E(Z), yr a 
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and kk-‘t,vy,cr=f. Then ktyy,. is an upper bound for P, so we must have kt,uy,. = v P, 
the unique upper bound of P in Hf. Thus VP is the least upper bound of P in I, 
and Z is complete. 
If P and Q are compatible sets in Z, then by the infinite distributivity of E(Z), 
V (PQ) and (V P)(V Q) lie in the same %-class. Clearly (V P)(V Q) is an upper 
bound of every element of PQ so V (PQ) = (V P)(V Q). 
Conversely, suppose Z satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Assume Z$K%%; otherwise the 
result follows from Theorem 3.7. By (iii), either &F or 99 is a congruence for every 
member of Wand by (i) the comments and construction associated with (15), (16) 
and (17) apply for I. The subsemigroup H satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.7, 
so H is a W-injective. 
Let S, TE Ywhere S is a subsemigroup of T and let @ : S + Z be a homomorphism. 
Since H is a Vinjective, there is a homomorphism I,V~ : T-+ H that extends 40. 
Suppose the g-relations on S and T respectively are 9s and 9, and that g, is 
a congruence. Since TE t%?i?, gs is the restriction of gr to S. Hence we may regard 
S/g, as being a subsemigroup of T/9?,. If awl, then by (15) a9aP1a9ea-1a. Also, 
by the structure map definition of multiplication in a normal band of groups, if a8b 
in I, then ea$Reb. But since ZE Q, &?b implies ea-‘a = eb-‘b. Since @ maps 9- 
classes to &F-classes, we can define a map 
GL : S/LZ?s + E(Z), s_~~I$~ = e((s-‘s)@). 
By (15) and since x-‘xyP1y = (xy))‘xy is a law in 6’f)J+E?FJ it follows that Gr. is a 
homomorphism. Since E(Z) is a (Vtl95’)-injective by (i) and Theorem 1.2, and 
S/gs is a subsemigroup of T/ii?, in “Yna, there is a homomorphism IJJ~ : T/9,+ 
E(Z) that extends QL. Clearly 5?tGL extends to ,Wf yL. 
If 95?r is a congruence on T, we may dually define a homomorphism QR : S/Ss -+ 
E(Z) by ~a,@, = (ssY’)@e, and extend it to WR : T/B,-+E(Z). Also, ?!%!fwR extends 
ai%R. 
By our assumptions, Z$E.W and either 9 is a congruence on every member 
of P’, or $9 is. Suppose ZE.%JK%‘~; then 9r is a congruence by (iii). Since 
IE $?.,K~$J, e is a left identity of I. So for s E S 
s@ = s@((s~‘s)@) = e(sf$)ee((sY’s)@) = (s@)(sg,#f$,). 
Define w : T+ Zby tw = tyH(t.9r#yL). Then for r, t E T, by (15), since r9?T#tyL E E(Z), 
(rW = (rWH(tWH)(r~T#WL))(f~T#WL) 
Hence I,U is a homomorphism. Since v/ extends @, Z is a ?%.injective. A dual result 
applies if ZE~?JK%?$~. 
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Finally, suppose that IEJK$~~~ and L!?r and .%?r are both congruences. By a 
similar argument to the above, s@ = (s&s#q3R)(s@B)(s~s#~L), and the map I+U : T+ Z 
given by tty=(tB~~R)(ttyH)(t6t?T#~L) is a homomorphism extending @. 0 
Remark. If SE G%?, then SE .%Z!!? if and only if .X is a congruence on S. So by 
Theorem 4.1 (ii) and (iii), the ‘Winjective Z is in J&C? $2 \ (92’33 $2 U 9iLACB $2) only if 
Vfl33 =J33 and ~4? is a congruence on each member of V, that is, only if 
WE [JP~~,JC%‘C!J]. Also, ZE%K~Q \93?% only if Wn.93 E [_EA%7,&33] and 52 is 
a congruence on each member of % 
It should be noted that the description would be greatly simplified if all injectives 
in varieties of groups were trivial. By [l] and [6] there are many varieties of groups 
with non-trivial injectives. 
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